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ABSTRACT We describe improvements in techniques
and strategies used for making maps of the human ge-
nome. The methods currently used are changing and
evolving rapidly. Today’s techniques can produce ordered
arrays of DNA fragments and overlapping sets of DNA
clones covering extensive genomic regions, but they are
relatively slow and tedious. Methods under development
will speed the process considerably. New developments
include a range of applications of the polymerase chain
reaction, enhanced procedures for high resolution in situ
hybridization, and improved methods for generating,
manipulating, and cloning large DNA fragments. More
detailed genetic and physical maps will be useful for
finding genes, including those associated with human dis-
eases, long before the complete DNA sequence of the hu-
man genome is available.- Billings, P. R., Smith, C. L.,
and Cantor, C. R. New techniques for physical mapping
of the human genome. FASEBJ. 5: 28-34; 1991.
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THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF THE Human Genome Project is to
determine the complete sequence of the DNA that comprises
the human genome (1). During the next 15 years, this effort
will require sequencing 3 x iO base pairs (bp)2 of DNA to
finish the physical map of the human genome and obtain the
genetic information contained in the 23 pairs of chromo-
somes found in normal nucleated human cells. The com-
pleted physical map can be expected to be useful in: 1) un-
derstanding the organization and regulation of human
genes, and elucidating their protein (or nonprotein) prod-
ucts; 2) understanding human biology, especially the im-
mensely complex development and physiology of the brain;
3) locating the approximately l0 genes present in the hu-
man genome, of which many may be involved in clinical dis-
orders; 4) tracing the evolutionary origins of human se-
quences; and 5) facilitating the interspecies comparative

analysis of DNA sequences and the development of animal
models for human conditions.

The completed physical map will simplify the genetic
analysis of human diseases and provoke scientific projects
considering the products of newly located genes and their
role in biology and medicine. The processes required for
completing the map of the human genome should lead to
useful new technologies with far-reaching effects on biologi-
cal sciences. Finally, in a project the size and scope of the
Human Genome Project, important but unexpected or
serendipitous benefits are likely to arise.

Although the complete DNA sequence of the human mito-
chondrial genome is available (2) and the number of cloned
sequenced human DNAs is growing exponentially, a variety
of factors (including cost, instrumentation, and computa-
tional considerations) make extensive random sequencing of

the human genome unfeasible at present. Sequencing of
mRNAs and genomic regions proximate to or at known
disease-associated genes or sites of biological interest will
proceed by using current methods and should become in-
creasingly efficient. However, until dramatic advances in se-
quencing methods make genomic sequence analysis easier,
refinements in chromosomal, genetic, and physical mapping
will provide many of the early rewards of the Human Ge-
nome Project. Figure 1 depicts different types of maps and
their interrelationship.

GENERAL MAPPING STRATEGIES

Until recently, two general approaches termed top down and
bottom up were used to describe the strategies used in map-
ping projects (3). Outlines of these two basic methods are il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. Top down strategies involve the
identification and ordering of progressively smaller frag-
ments of DNA from a chromosome of interest (4). It is a
satisfying approach in that it usually yields complete maps,
as demonstrated in several relatively small genomes and
large regions of mammalian genomes (5, 6). Unfortunately,
top down-generated arrays of fragments or clones are not al-
ways useful for finding specific genes or generating long
stretches of linear sequence.

Bottom up mapping builds up contigs (contiguous regions)
of overlapping sets of DNA clones by identifying them in
ways that allow one mapped site to be aligned with others.
This approach can be enhanced with different walking or
jumping protocols (techniques for characterizing DNA
nearby an identified site) that are also used in top down
schemes (3). Because this basic method always produces an
ordered set of DNA clones, it is extremely useful for finding
a gene localized to a small region [fewer than 2 megabases
(Mb)] of DNA. Bottom up strategies are difficult to com-
plete, especially over large regions of chromosomes, and are
therefore not useful by themselves for making finished maps
of genomes.

As the two major mapping strategies both have significant
drawbacks, most investigators ultimately combine or blend
these different approaches. For instance, a combination of
top down and bottom up methods form the basis of posi-
tional or reverse genetics strategies for characterizing disease
loci (7). Positional approaches have been used to clone the
genes associated with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, cystic
fibrosis, chronic granulomatous disease, neurofibromatosis,
and others.

‘To whom reprint requests should be sent.
2Abbreviations: bp, base pairs; Mb, megabase; PFG, pulsed-field

gel electrophoresis; kb, kilobases; YAC, yeast artificial chromo-
somes; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; STS, sequenced tagged

sites.
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Figure 1. Four types of maps and their interrelationship. The ulti-
mate physical map is bp sequence. Libraries of YAC containing
clones can have average insert sizes of 200-400 kb. Restriction frag-
ments 1-2 Mb in length can routinely be separated by PFG. A 1%
recombination frequency in genetic mapping is denoted as 1 cen-
timorgan (cm) and measures, on the average, 1 Mb. Not shown is
chromosomal mapping which directly places genetic sites within or
outside of bands (5 Mb) or as close as 100 kb apart using in situ
techniques. This direct form of mapping links genetic, restriction,

YAC based methods, and large cosmid strategies.

These general mapping strategies are now being aug-
mented by rapid advances in direct chromosomal localiza-
tion of DNA fragments by in situ hybridization. In addition,
increasingly efficient DNA sequencing strategies (including
automation) will spur production of detailed human physical
genetic maps and allow more complete regional DNA se-
quencing.

Before discussing recent advances in the construction of
genetic and physical maps in humans, several new but al-
ready well accepted and widely used techniques will be
reviewed.

NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR MAKING PHYSICAL
MAPS

Restriction enzymes are used to generate DNA fragments in
all mapping, cloning, and sequencing protocols. Unfor-
tunately, most naturally occurring restriction enzymes cut
DNA so frequently that the number of resulting DNA frag-
ments is too large to order readily for mapping. F’urther-
more, a variety of factors, particularly DNA methylation,
makes restriction enzymes at times unusable. Recently,
naturally occurring restriction enzymes that recognize 8-bp
sequences and therefore cut genomic DNA less frequently
have been identified (3, 8, 9). These enzymes along with cer-
tain others with 6-bp recognition sites share the fact that they
recognize DNA containing one or two occurrences of the
dinucleotide sequence CpG. This DNA motif is underrepre-
sented in the human genome (10). It often occurs near ex-
pressed genes and is usually methylated. Examples of these
restriction enzymes include Not I and Mlu I, which recognize
the sequences GGCGGCCC and ACGCGT, respectively.
Experimentally, these enzymes produce large fragments of
cut human genomic DNA that are useful for mapping
studies. Recently, new techniques have been described for
cutting genomic DNA into large fragments (see below).

Once cut, DNA fragments are usually separated for ana-
lytic and preparative purposes. The ability to fractionate
large DNA fragments by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis
(PFG) has already improved mapping and cloning of large
DNA molecules significantly (6, 11). PFG allowed research
on fragments in the resolution gap between conventional
electrophoretic separation methods [DNA fragments <40

kilobases (kb)] and cytogenetic positional studies (3-5 Mb of
DNA). PFG can be extended to fractionate DNA molecules
up to about 10 Mb in size (12). The development of PFG has
meant that conventional and novel mapping strategies can
be applied to large genomic regions. Although developments
in direct visualization of DNA may provide useful alterna-
tives and adjuncts to large DNA separation methods (see
below), PFG separation will remain a technical mainstay in

Ordered mapping approaches.
YACS Special clones (termed linking clones) contain single rare

uence cutting restriction enzyme recognition sites (e.g., for Not I).
The use of these clones as probes for hybridization on chro-

mosomal DNA digested with the same enzyme allows rapid
ordering of large fragments separated by PFG methods.
Since the first description of linking clones, a number of
different protocols have been described for isolating this
DNA (13, 14). Recently an oligonucleotide probe for the
Not I recognition site was used for rapid screening of
genomic libraries (15). A novel and simple enrichment pro-
tocol for direct selection of linking clones from a circular
library has also been described (16).

Strategies employing partial as well as complete digestion
of genomic DNA by restriction enzymes have also been used
for ordering DNA fragments. A technique blending partial
digestion by Not I with a linking clone method has been
described (3). Improvements in the control of partial restric-
tion enzyme digestion have been reported (17).

In addition, arrays of clones containing smaller DNA in-
serts (cosmids) have routinely been mapped by specifically
identifying (fingerprinting) clones chosen at random or by
hybridization to a known sequence. A number of different
fingerprinting methods have been shown to be useful. The
classical methods have used the pattern of restriction frag-
ments or the occurrence of restriction sites (18, 19). These

strategies have been applied successfully to the human ge-
nome (20). Other investigators have taken advantage of the
occurrence of repetitive sequences that appear to be widely
dispersed in human genomic DNA to fingerprint DNA pres-
ent in genomic clones and align them (21). Although the
presence of repetitive DNA sequences can be helpful in map-
ping, it often confounds cloning, walking, and sequencing
experiments.

Aside from these tested approaches for cutting, separat-
ing, and ordering DNA for mapping purposes, another im-
portant development has been the improvement in methods
for cloning large DNA segments. Until recently, the largest
conventional cloning vectors were cosmids, which can ac-
commodate DNA fragments up to 20-40 kb in length. Sub-

Figure 2. Two general schemes for physical mapping (3). Top down
approaches yield complete maps but may fail to isolate pertinent
cloned genes (A). Bottom up schemes generate sequence and clones,
but are hard to finish (B). Strategies using a blend of both tech-

niques are attractive.
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sequently, it was noted that yeast could be transformed, al-
beit less efficiently than bacterial hosts, with artificially
constructed chromosome vectors containing DNA fragments
as large as 1 Mb (22). These vectors are maintained as in-
dependently segregating yeast artificial chromosomes (termed
YAC5). They allow cloning of the large DNA segments such
as partial genomic digests with ordinary restriction enzymes
or total digests generated by restriction enzymes that cut
genomic DNA infrequently. Recently large fragment cloning
systems have been tested using bacterial hosts (see below).

Finally, the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has now
been fully incorporated into mapping and recombinant
DNA research. This method allows for the amplification of
very small amounts of DNA (23). In the short time since its
development, this technique has simplified protocols for
probe production, cloning, DNA sequencing, and the iden-
tification of mapped sites. Some newer PCR-based methods
are reviewed in subsequent sections of this article. Although

problems with PCR methods have been noted (24) and other
amplification methods have been described (25), the ability
of PCR to produce large amounts of sequence for further
analysis (even by nonradioactive techniques) is a major tech-

nical advance, the benefits of which are still accumulating.

IMPROVED CHROMOSOMAL AND GENETIC
MAPPING

In this section, we will review recent advances in the con-

struction of chromosomal and genetic maps. Chromosomal
maps are produced by visually localizing a gene, DNA se-

quence, or phenotype to a particular chromosomal region.

Genetic maps evolve from studying the segregation at meio-
sis of known genetic sites. Chromosomal mapping can utilize
similar statistical methods to those used in classic genetic
linkage studies (e.g., when human phenotypes are linked
with specific inherited chromosomal variations or syndromes
correlated with aneuploidy). Both chromosomal and genetic
mapping may be used to locate genetic loci defined only by
a phenotype.

Early in this century, chromosomal mapping began with
the recognition of the coinheritence of hemophilia and color-
blindness with gender. This observation indicated that these
clinical phenotypes were genetic and localized the genes to
chromosome X. Seventy years later, two completed chro-
mosomal maps of the human genome were published with
markers an average of 15-20 Mb apart (26, 27). These sites
have been superimposed on the increasing detailed banding
profiles of the 24 unique human chromosomes (28). At least

a 10-fold increase in the density of mapped sites will be re-
quired for the completed human chromosomal maps to be
useful for random DNA sequence localization.

Advances in in situ hybridization are rapidly enhancing

the utility of direct visualization as a mode of chromosomal

mapping. In situ hybridization to metaphase chromosomes
has been feasible for several years. This technique allows

orientation of DNA sequences which lie as close as 2-5 Mb
apart (29, 30). Unfortunately, the compaction of metaphase
chromatin usually prevents resolution of sites separated by

smaller distances. However, in situ hybridization mapping
information can be supplemented with information derived
from chromosomal banding patterns. Since the average
high-resolution band contains approximately 5 Mb of DNA,
in situ hybridization improves the resolution of maps derived
from chromosomal banding patterns. A four- to fivefold in-
crease in banding refinement might allow chromosomal
bands to be associated with specific cloned DNA segments

such as YACs in the future. Similarly, improvements in
in situ hybridization might allow placement of markers
flanking a genetic site of interest on a single YAC. These de-
velopments could prove helpful in the analysis of syndromes
and phenotypes associated with chromosomal aberrations.

Recently, modifications of in situ hybridization methods
using interphase chromosome preparations have been re-
ported (31). Interphase chromatin is not as compacted as
metaphase chromatin. Thus, using interphase chromosomes
can increase the resolution of two or more closely spaced
sites. Using cosmid-sized DNA probes, experienced practi-
tioners of interphase in situ hybridization can discriminate
DNA sequences as close as 100 kb apart. Data from these
direct observations can then be confirmed by physical or
genetic mapping methods. This technique can quickly yield
high-density maps using markers spaced every 3 Mb, and it

is especially useful near the centromeres or telomeres of
chromosomes. It should facilitate mapping YAC libraries
and moving these analyses to cosmid-based direct DNA se-
quencing.

Given the ever enlarging catalog of cytogenetically defined
sites that are associated with disorders, the direct analyses of

DNA sequences from clinically implicated chromosomal

regions should prove interesting. Several laboratories have
reported the use of DNA subtraction and chromosomal
microdissection techniques for generating DNA probes and
sequences directly from specific chromosome regions

(32-35). For instance, analysis of the region of chromosome
8 reported to be associated with Langer-Giedion syndrome
has been shown to be facilitated by strategies using a region-
ally localized DNA probe production protocol (36). A num-
ber of refinements in DNA subtraction and microdissection
will hasten the analysis of chromosomal syndromes involving
insertions, deletions, and translocations.

Improvements in chromosomal mapping will be matched
by genetic approaches. The fact that PCR can be used on
single sperm or DNA molecules will have a major effect on
genetic mapping experiments (37, 38). The reliability and
power of genetic mapping will always depend on the number
of meioses assessed. Because the results of millions of meioses
are present in a single sperm sample, a semen collection can
be used after PCR amplification to establish the order of
genetic sites with recombination frequencies far less than
1%. A 1% recombination frequency corresponds to an aver-
age physical distance of about 1 Mb. Hence, this method will
be particularly useful for confirming the order of probes
mapped by in situ hybridization methods and for establish-
ing a fine set of genetic markers in genomic regions with low
recombination frequencies.

For instance, this approach might be used to estimate the
distance between two DNA markers that flank a genetic site
assayed only by a disease phenotype. Note that this method
only samples male meioses, and the relationship between
recombination frequencies and physical distance can exhibit
sexual dimorphism. Also, single sperm PCR can only be
used to analyze identified DNA markers, unlike other
genetic mapping strategies. It is not helpful for directly
studying gene loci known only by a disease phenotype. A
similar limitation applies to the otherwise novel and powerful

method for fine genetic mapping by mitotic recombination
(39).

Finally, although the use of radiation-based techniques for

genetic analysis has a long tradition, Cox and collaborators
(40) have pioneered methods using radiation-induced chro-
mosomal fragmentation and cell fusions to create panels of
cells with varying human chromosomal components. In this
form of genetic mapping the frequency with which genetic
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sites remain together after fragmentation is a measure of the
distance between them. This method is extremely useful for
establishing the order and distance between DNA markers
but does not allow the mapping of phenotypic traits, unless
they can be assayed in the hybrid cell lines.

DISEASE GENE MAPPING

The advances in chromosomal and genetic mapping just re-
viewed should result in the rapid localization of most of the

Mendelian traits and disorders of humans. A variety of com-
putational, epidemiological approaches have been proposed
to use maps and linkage strategies for locating more complex
human traits (41, 42). In general, these methods compare the
coinheritance of traits or markers in pairs of relatives (for in-
stance, siblings) with that found in a random population
sample. A variety of factors, including the occurrence of
phenocopies and etiologic heterogeneity, may confound these
new methods. In the past, genetic linkage strategies for dis-
secting complex human traits have only yielded a C3 poly-
morphism linkage in hypercholesterolemia and a chromo-
some 12 marker for familial osteoarthrosis (43, 44). The
application of new approaches with the aid of more complete
genomic maps should facilitate the mapping of complex hu-
man phenotypes and polygenic traits.

Disease gene mapping may also be propelled by the
recognition that groups of families of genetic loci and
chromosomal regions are conserved during evolution (45,
46). These conserved linkages define syntenic genomic

regions. For instance, it appears that more than 80% of the
linkage groups are syntenic between the laboratory mouse
and humans (47). Thus, the localization of one member of
a linkage group in both species will likely lead to mapping
the entire family. Aside from expanding the mapping-
derived information from the localization of a single marker,
synteny may allow the identification of human disease-
associated genetic sites in animals and may hasten the devel-
opment of animal models of human disorders. Unfortunate-
ly, the phenotypes produced by identical genes in different
species may not be the same (48). This could limit inter-
species analysis of gene function for linked but uncharacter-
ized genetic loci. It may also restrict transgenic approaches
for mapping and analyzing sites defined only by species-
specific phenotypic expression.

The extent of preservation of syntenic regions and linked
gene families during biological evolution has not yet been
fully determined. However, the inspection of genetic and
physical maps for Escherichia coil (49), Saccharomyces (12),
Drosophilia (50), and murine species (47), as well as for less
traditional genetic model systems (51), should soon allow this
question to be assessed. The result is likely to reinforce our
relatedness to other coinhabitants of this planet and further
call into question creationist explanations of the origins of

human life.

NEWER TECHNIQUES FOR PHYSICAL MAPPING

As expected, the challenge posed by the immense task of
mapping the human genome is generating novel methods
and techniques for physical mapping. These will enhance
and replace established methods for constructing physical
maps and ordered sets of clones. These advances include
better methods for generating and cloning large DNA frag-
ments, improved fingerprinting strategies for ordering over-

lapping clones into contigs, and attempts at constructing
totally new mapping paradigms.

Several new restriction endonucleases have been discov-
ered in the past 2 years (8, 9, 52). It remains likely, however,
that such enzymes will be rather rare and will never provide
the same kind of powerful resource that four to six base-
specific enzymes have offered. For this reason, alternative
methods for specifically cutting DNA into large fragments
have been studied. Several investigators report success in
creating artificial restriction enzymes which can be designed
to cut DNA into large fragments with ends of known se-
quence. These novel enzymes use oligonucleotides, oligopep-
tides, proteins, or DNA binding ligands to recognize DNA
and nucleases, metal chelates or photoactive groups to cleave
DNA after binding (53).

Another approach involves altering the specificity of exist-
ing restriction nucleases by modifying their recognition sites.
Some success has been reported using methylases that par-
tially overlap the sequence recognized by a particular restric-
tion nuclease (54). A much more powerful technique utilizes

methylation of all but pre-selected restriction enzyme
cleavage sites by the cognate methylase - a methylating en-
zyme specific for the same DNA sequence as the particular
restriction enzyme. Recognition site protection from meth-
ylation can be accomplished either by using triple helix for-
mation to shield specific sites against the methylase or by
using a DNA binding protein which binds at sequences that
overlap a particular subset of restriction enzyme cleavage
sites (55-57). The generation of large DNA fragments by
new enzymes or digestion techniques may be a key develop-
ment in linking mapping and direct sequencing strategies.

Since the introduction of YACs in cloning strategies, it has
become clear that it is far easier to order a small number of
large clones than a much larger number of small clones. An
additional great advantage of YAC cloning over cosmid-
based methods is that many YACs are large enough to span
entire human genes. Recent developments in YAC cloning
have resulted in libraries with average DNA inserts of more
than 400 kb; this is considerably larger than the first YACs
(23, 58, 59). A difficulty in using yeast cells for cloning is that
the amount of cloned DNA per cell is relatively small be-
cause YACs exist as single copies in host cells. New methods
for amplifying YACs up to 10 to 20 copies per cell promise
to make procedures for screening yeast libraries much easier
in the future (60).

Despite the success of YAC utilizing methods, it would
also be useful to have available a large capacity bacterial
cloning vector. Some progress has been made in developing
F plasmids and P1 bacteriophage vectors in E. coil for this
purpose (61, 62). The potential capacitiy of F vectors, judged
by naturally occurring F episomes, is more than 2.0 Mb. It
remains to be determined whether transformation proce-
dures can be developed that will actually allow such large
pieces of DNA to be introduced into E. coil.

Several methods have been reported which could improve
conventional cloning methods of single copy sequences.
Genomic subtraction (63) or genomic difference cloning (64)
allows unique DNA sequences between two different DNA
samples to be identified and cloned. In both of these pro-
tocols, biotin-streptavidin subtraction steps are combined
with PCR amplification of the remaining DNAs. These

strategies have the potential for more general application to
problems including the analysis of genetic events such as
chromosomal deletions, insertions, and translocations.

Aside from new restriction enzymes and more efficient
cloning of large DNA fragments, other methods that show
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promise for making mapping more efficient include improve-
ments in fluorescence-activated sorting of chromosomes (65)
and an extension of DNA sequence information that can be
read from a single template. PCR can further improve the
efficiency of DNA analysis (66). Not only can this method as-
sist strategies using STS or STAR (see below), it can also be

used as noted in a previous section to generate probes from
microdissected chromosomal DNA. PCR-based strategies
can speed chromosome walking, jumping, and linkage
strategies (67, 68). New approaches may use biotinylated
PCR primers which allow the capture of DNA by strep-
tavidin bound to solid supports including beads. Although
these methods are early in their development, they may
speed the sequence analysis of large regions of DNA and
could be automated.

A different approach for the production of ordered
libraries has been suggested by techniques using hybridiza-
tion with relatively short oligonucleotides (69). In principle,
there is sufficient information in the fingerprint of oligo-
nucleotide hybridizations to link up an entire genomic
library de novo. The success of these methods in practice will
depend on the degree of false negatives or false positives in
such hybridizations. Preliminary results are encouraging but
it is too early to tell whether this fingerprinting method will
be able to supplant more traditional ordering approaches. A
variation of this method has been proposed as a means to
completely sequence genomic DNA (70).

In addition, new fingerprinting approaches for the con-
struction of overlapping libraries have been attempted. They

utilize DNA probes generated from recurrent DNA encod-
ing protein motifs or gene regulatory regions. Repetitive
DNA sequences can serve as PCR primer binding sites for
amplifying single copy sequences. For example, probes have

been generated between Alu and Line repeats, and these have

been used for fingerprinting of clones and large DNA frag-
ments (21, 35, 71-73).

The development of reliable semi-automated DNA se-
quencing instruments has prompted suggestions of how to
replace DNA mapping by sequencing, or at least how to use
these instruments to facilitate mapping. Automated fluores-
cent gel readers are already in use to assist clone fingerprint-
ing in cosmid contig construction (74). One widely discussed

general protocol which would lend itself to automation pro-
poses determining a small section of DNA sequence on every
DNA probe of interest, and then use of this sequence to con-
struct PCR primers which can be used to replace hybridiza-
tion for all subsequent mapping procedures (75). This ap-
proach, termed sequenced tagged sites (STS), has appeal but
it is not yet clear how to use these bits of sequence informa-
tion optimally for map construction.

One potentially important modification of the STS ap-
proach is to sequence just the overlapping areas of two other-
wise complementary clone sets. For example, one could se-
quence a set of linking clones for an enzyme like Not I (a group
in which all the clones contain a Not I cleavage site) and a
corresponding set ofjumping clones (a group of clones whose
inserts consist of the two ends of individual DNAs produced
from Not I cleaved, PFG separated fragments which then are
ligated together with intervening sequence removed) to gen-
erate sequence tagged rare restriction sites (STAR) (36).
Overlap between the sequence data would allow the two sets
of clones to be placed in order; each linking clone inserted
between two jumping clones and vice versa. Variants of STS-
like strategies have been discussed. Which of these methods
will be most useful needs further experimentation.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the physical mapping and DNA sequencing of the
human genome will not be completed for many years, it is
already clear that the task will generate a wide variety of
novel approaches and techniques as well as refinements of
older methods. An endeavor which demands the identifica-
tion of iO or more genes, the precise mapping and sequenc-
ing of clones containing 3 x iO bp of DNA, and possibly the
analysis of all human DNA differences which could be more

than 1.5 x 106 (about 3 x 106 DNA variations per person x

5 x iO people) is a daunting and potentially tedious under-
taking. Yet the initial efforts at physical mapping have been
characterized by creativity, increasing sophistication, and
recognition of the importance of simplification for purposes
of eventual automation. But most significantly, they also
demonstrate that mapping is a healthy science, rapidly
evolving and changing to better generate useful data.

It is likely that the conduct of physical mapping 5 or 10
years from now will resemble current methods only in that
the importance of the data produced will require the con-
sidered analyses of investigators and review by the scientific
community. The effect of an ever more detailed map and the

technologies its pursuit fosters is already evident. Techniques
and strategies reviewed here and others not yet conceived
will simplify physical mapping in the future. It is hoped that

the explosion in interest and creativity which characterizes
the current scene in the mapping and sequencing of human
DNA will in turn generate an equally impressive burst of in-
sight from those investigators who must show how genetic in-
formation modifies biological processes and is best applied in
human societies.
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